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MCC Program Dwarfs the Earlier $8,000 Tax Credit, But Is Often Overlooked
The Mortgage Credit Certificate duction? If you do the math, you’ll
(MCC) program has been around learn that this tax credit can easily
for several years, but many eligible add up to tens of thousands of
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$8,000 tax credit a
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As before, a “firstIt’s easy to see why
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— it’s more complicatdefined as someone
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who has not owned a
the MCC program, you
home for three years.
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But, if you buy in one of
difference between a
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tax credit and a tax deduction.
Everyone knows and appreciates you don’t have to be a first-time
home buyer. (There are no such
the fact that you can deduct the
interest expense of a home mort- areas in Jefferson County.)
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gage on your tax return. That cerAuthority (CHFA) is a leader in
tainly has value, but what if you
lending to first-time home buyers
could take 20% or more of that
interest expense (for the life of the with as little as $1,000 out-ofloan) as a direct tax credit — worth pocket cost. If you combine such
5 to 10 times more than a tax de- financing with getting the MCC tax
duction, depending on your tax
credits, then buying rather than
bracket — and still take the rest of renting becomes a no brainer —
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this week to complain about the
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under-utilization of the MCC pro$457,000
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about 8250 W.
gram. Many lenders who recommend a CHFA loan to their buyers Alabama Avenue,
simply forget about the program, which went back on
and if a buyer doesn’t initiate the the MLS this week
loan and MCC application togeth- at a reduced listing
price. For starters,
er, it’s often impossible to insert
the MCC program before closing. it has gas hot water
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